#REdebate2016
13 July 2016
Over 70 students from across England came together this week at the Houses
of Parliament for the inaugural Youth Debate on the role of religious
education in schools. Take a look at the tweets from the day …
MarkChater1: A special day ahead: @3FFSchools CEO Phil Champain, & Young people's
#REdebate2016 in parliament @ReThinkREnow @RECouncil
7/13/2016 5:28:50 AM
MarkChater1: This promises to be a thrilling event showing politicians what young ppl
think abt #RE. #REdebate2016 @ReThinkREnow https://t.co/XYzLRzuI8M
7/13/2016 5:36:17 AM
NazarethW5: RT @MarkChater1: This promises to be a thrilling event showing
politicians what young ppl think abt #RE. #REdebate2016 @ReThinkREnow https:…
7/13/2016 5:36:35 AM
CorrineGuntrip: RT @NATREupdate: Keep an eye out on #REdebate2016 today for
real-time updates from Westminster, when 70 students will be discussing their t…
7/13/2016 5:36:54 AM
DALynch146: RT @NATREupdate: Keep an eye out on #REdebate2016 today for realtime
updates from Westminster, when 70 students will be discussing their t…
7/13/2016 6:13:27 AM
fionajmoss: Going 2 Parliament today with 2 students from @Grobycoll 2 take part in
#REdebate2016 If Teresa wobbles 1 of them will step in @NATREupdate
7/13/2016 6:24:23 AM
NATREupdate: RT @MarkChater1: This promises to be a thrilling event showing
politicians what young ppl think abt #RE. #REdebate2016 @ReThinkREnow https:…
7/13/2016 6:30:56 AM
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ThisisRudi: Really looking forward to this afternoon's youth debate in Parliament.
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/3QRnQlWplU
7/13/2016 6:54:21 AM
trinheadmaster: RT @ThisisRudi: Really looking forward to this afternoon's youth
debate in Parliament. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/3QRnQlWplU
7/13/2016 6:54:33 AM
RECouncil: This afternoon pupils will debate key RE issues at Parliament
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/DSquTloVkY @NATREupdate @RE_Today
7/13/2016 6:59:22 AM
RECouncil: RT @NATREupdate: Keep an eye out on #REdebate2016 today for real-time
updates from Westminster, when 70 students will be discussing their t…
7/13/2016 6:59:40 AM
RECouncil: RT @ThisisRudi: Really looking forward to this afternoon's youth debate in
Parliament. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/3QRnQlWplU
7/13/2016 7:00:09 AM
NATREupdate: Looking fwd to a great day ahead … we will be attending the inaugural
RE Youth Debate at the Houses of Parliament today. #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 7:01:08 AM
NATREupdate: RT @RECouncil: This afternoon pupils will debate key RE issues at
Parliament #REdebate2016 https://t.co/DSquTloVkY @NATREupdate @RE_Today
7/13/2016 7:01:32 AM
fionajmoss: RT @NATREupdate: Looking fwd to a great day ahead … we will be
attending the inaugural RE Youth Debate at the Houses of Parliament today. #…
7/13/2016 7:02:10 AM
fionajmoss: RT @RECouncil: This afternoon pupils will debate key RE issues at
Parliament #REdebate2016 https://t.co/DSquTloVkY @NATREupdate @RE_Today
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7/13/2016 7:02:16 AM
fionajmoss: RT @ThisisRudi: Really looking forward to this afternoon's youth debate in
Parliament. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/3QRnQlWplU
7/13/2016 7:02:21 AM
MilFraser: RT @RECouncil: This afternoon pupils will debate key RE issues at Parliament
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/DSquTloVkY @NATREupdate @RE_Today
7/13/2016 7:02:29 AM
LundieEducation: RT @MarkChater1: This promises to be a thrilling event showing
politicians what young ppl think abt #RE. #REdebate2016 @ReThinkREnow https:…
7/13/2016 7:02:38 AM
NATREupdate: Ahead of #REdebate2016 some young people spoke on @BBCR4Sunday
& @BBCNottingham about the value of RE. Listen here: https://t.co/JQ7FsmLoEl
7/13/2016 7:04:05 AM
SCA_Humanities: RT @RECouncil: This afternoon pupils will debate key RE issues at
Parliament #REdebate2016 https://t.co/DSquTloVkY @NATREupdate @RE_Today
7/13/2016 7:05:30 AM
FaithAirProject: RT @NATREupdate: Ahead of #REdebate2016 some young people
spoke on @BBCR4Sunday & @BBCNottingham about the value of RE. Listen here:
https:…
7/13/2016 7:26:43 AM
FaithAirProject: RT @ThisisRudi: Really looking forward to this afternoon's youth
debate in Parliament. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/3QRnQlWplU
7/13/2016 7:26:58 AM
fionajmoss: RT @NATREupdate: Ahead of #REdebate2016 some young people spoke on
@BBCR4Sunday & @BBCNottingham about the value of RE. Listen here: https:…
7/13/2016 7:28:20 AM
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FaithAirProject: RT @NATREupdate: Keep an eye out on #REdebate2016 today for
real-time updates from Westminster, when 70 students will be discussing their t…
7/13/2016 7:29:56 AM
EllieOlmer: RT @NATREupdate: Keep an eye out on #REdebate2016 today for real-time
updates from Westminster, when 70 students will be discussing their t…
7/13/2016 7:30:22 AM
MissClark_RE: RT @NATREupdate: Ahead of #REdebate2016 some young people spoke
on @BBCR4Sunday & @BBCNottingham about the value of RE. Listen here: https:…
7/13/2016 7:34:46 AM
HollowayDerek: RT @ThisisRudi: Really looking forward to this afternoon's youth
debate in Parliament. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/3QRnQlWplU
7/13/2016 7:38:23 AM
HollowayDerek: RT @RECouncil: This afternoon pupils will debate key RE issues at
Parliament #REdebate2016 https://t.co/DSquTloVkY @NATREupdate @RE_Today
7/13/2016 7:38:29 AM
NATREupdate: #REdebate2016 https://t.co/OWZGt2rig6
7/13/2016 7:48:58 AM
RedhillRE: We're revising our arguments as we travel! #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 7:58:51 AM
RedhillRE: We're revising our arguments as we travel #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 7:59:26 AM
RedhillRE: RT @NATREupdate: Keep an eye out on #REdebate2016 today for real-time
updates from Westminster, when 70 students will be discussing their t…
7/13/2016 8:00:04 AM
RedhillRE: RT @NATREupdate: Ahead of #REdebate2016 some young people spoke on
@BBCR4Sunday & @BBCNottingham about the value of RE. Listen here: https:…
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7/13/2016 8:00:54 AM
JackyDarling1: RT @NATREupdate: Keep an eye out on #REdebate2016 today for realtime
updates from Westminster, when 70 students will be discussing their t…
7/13/2016 8:07:49 AM
RedhillRE: RT @MarkChater1: This promises to be a thrilling event showing politicians
what young ppl think abt #RE. #REdebate2016 @ReThinkREnow https:…
7/13/2016 8:13:11 AM
missfrench_re: RT @RECouncil: This afternoon pupils will debate key RE issues at
Parliament #REdebate2016 https://t.co/DSquTloVkY @NATREupdate @RE_Today
7/13/2016 8:39:47 AM
fionajmoss: 2 excited students from @Grobycoll on way to #REdebate2016 one of them
moving school just so she can do RS A level https://t.co/A6ixfMyiDb
7/13/2016 8:41:29 AM
fionajmoss: Excited students from @Grobycoll on way to #REdebate2016 1 student
moving Schs just to doA level RS @NATREupdate https://t.co/sMF4RWhauN
7/13/2016 8:41:33 AM
PBPCUK: We're really looking forward to the #REdebate2016 in Parliament today with
@NATREupdate @RE_Today and @RECouncil
7/13/2016 8:57:10 AM
NATREupdate: MPs will watch 70 students discuss RE. Join in with the debate online
through #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 9:01:13 AM
KatieKates_84: RT @NATREupdate: MPs will watch 70 students discuss RE. Join in with
the debate online through #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 9:01:50 AM
TSLA_RE: On our way to #REdebate2016. Really looking forward to what promises to be
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an exciting and historic day. https://t.co/8uD52D7BD3
7/13/2016 9:03:08 AM
BroughtonRE: On our way to #REdebate2016 https://t.co/7kgDpzod1u
7/13/2016 9:03:36 AM
NATREupdate: Pupils looking forward to meeting @NicDakinMP at the #REdebate2016
Great he understands the importance of RE in all schools @RECouncil
7/13/2016 9:20:47 AM
fionajmoss: looking forward to @stroud_neil meeting pupils involved in #REdebate2016
at Parliament today
7/13/2016 9:21:00 AM
RECouncil: RT @NATREupdate: Pupils looking forward to meeting @NicDakinMP at the
#REdebate2016 Great he understands the importance of RE in all school…
7/13/2016 9:21:26 AM
NATREupdate: RT @PBPCUK: We're really looking forward to the #REdebate2016 in
Parliament today with @NATREupdate @RE_Today and @RECouncil
7/13/2016 9:21:39 AM
fionajmoss: RT @NATREupdate: Pupils looking forward to meeting @NicDakinMP at the
#REdebate2016 Great he understands the importance of RE in all school…
7/13/2016 9:22:12 AM
countiesbaldwin: RT @PBPCUK: We're really looking forward to the #REdebate2016 in
Parliament today with @NATREupdate @RE_Today and @RECouncil
7/13/2016 9:24:27 AM
CorrineGuntrip: RT @fionajmoss: looking forward to @stroud_neil meeting pupils
involved in #REdebate2016 at Parliament today
7/13/2016 9:27:07 AM
NATREupdate: This afternoon school students will debate the importance of RE in
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House of Commons. Read more here: https://t.co/ZNwBaHLqzJ #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 9:51:19 AM
DanielHugill: This afternoon school students will debate the importance of RE in House
of Commons. Read more here: https://t.co/UnH08MxG0h #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 9:51:19 AM
davidwebster: RT @NATREupdate: This afternoon school students will debate the
importance of RE in House of Commons. Read more here: https://t.co/ZNwBaHLq…
7/13/2016 9:52:54 AM
NATREupdate: RT @BroughtonRE: On our way to #REdebate2016
https://t.co/7kgDpzod1u
7/13/2016 9:54:19 AM
NATREupdate: RT @TSLA_RE: On our way to #REdebate2016. Really looking forward to
what promises to be an exciting and historic day. https://t.co/8uD52D7B…
7/13/2016 9:54:26 AM
NATREupdate: RT @fionajmoss: Excited students from @Grobycoll on way to
#REdebate2016 1 student moving Schs just to doA level RS @NATREupdate https://t.…
7/13/2016 9:54:34 AM
GillCPrice: RT @TSLA_RE: On our way to #REdebate2016. Really looking forward to
what promises to be an exciting and historic day. https://t.co/8uD52D7B…
7/13/2016 9:55:18 AM
GillCPrice: RT @NATREupdate: Ahead of #REdebate2016 some young people spoke on
@BBCR4Sunday & @BBCNottingham about the value of RE. Listen here: https:…
7/13/2016 9:55:27 AM
GillCPrice: RT @RECouncil: This afternoon pupils will debate key RE issues at Parliament
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/DSquTloVkY @NATREupdate @RE_Today
7/13/2016 9:55:32 AM
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McCrimmonsuk: RT @NATREupdate: Keep an eye out on #REdebate2016 today for
real-time updates from Westminster, when 70 students will be discussing their t…
7/13/2016 9:57:46 AM
fionajmoss: We are getting closer #REdebate2016 hope Parliament are ready for full
day of focussing on RE @RE_Today @NATREupdate https://t.co/jpDeL6jplO
7/13/2016 10:13:56 AM
MrHussain_RE: RT @NATREupdate: This afternoon school students will debate the
importance of RE in House of Commons. Read more here: https://t.co/ZNwBaHLq…
7/13/2016 10:20:31 AM
BroughtonRE: RT @NATREupdate: This afternoon school students will debate the
importance of RE in House of Commons. Read more here: https://t.co/ZNwBaHLq…
7/13/2016 10:23:59 AM
NATREupdate: RT @fionajmoss: We are getting closer #REdebate2016 hope Parliament
are ready for full day of focussing on RE @RE_Today @NATREupdate https:…
7/13/2016 10:24:47 AM
fionajmoss: Rehearsing our arguments whilst sightseeing on the way to
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/liSzj94NLK
7/13/2016 10:25:22 AM
JoanneH_RE: On my way - with some very excited but nervous students
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/04K51Ig0vw
7/13/2016 10:33:21 AM
fionajmoss: RT @JoanneH_RE: On my way - with some very excited but nervous
students #REdebate2016 https://t.co/04K51Ig0vw
7/13/2016 10:38:22 AM
fionajmoss: RT @TSLA_RE: On our way to #REdebate2016. Really looking forward to
what promises to be an exciting and historic day. https://t.co/8uD52D7B…
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7/13/2016 10:38:39 AM
mollyy_mitchell: Excited to be apart of the RE debate in the Houses of Parliament with
local MP's today❣ #REdebate2016 https://t.co/EUfXIayvlx
7/13/2016 11:03:51 AM
fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 inspiration Gandhi 'live as if you're going to die tomorrow,
learn as if you're going to live forever' https://t.co/Pajs2j4xqd
7/13/2016 11:06:42 AM
kathrynfenlodge: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 inspiration Gandhi 'live as if you're
going to die tomorrow, learn as if you're going to live forever' https:…
7/13/2016 11:08:40 AM
DeniseChaplin1: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 inspiration Gandhi 'live as if you're
going to die tomorrow, learn as if you're going to live forever' https:…
7/13/2016 11:13:20 AM
TSLA_RE: On the tube and then lunch in Green Park. Keep smiling it's not raining!!!
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/7SIGydi8ot
7/13/2016 11:26:00 AM
NATREupdate: RT @JoanneH_RE: On my way - with some very excited but nervous
students #REdebate2016 https://t.co/04K51Ig0vw
7/13/2016 11:26:07 AM
NATREupdate: RT @mollyy_mitchell: Excited to be apart of the RE debate in the Houses
of Parliament with local MP's today❣ #REdebate2016 https://t.co/EUf…
7/13/2016 11:26:36 AM
NATREupdate: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 inspiration Gandhi 'live as if you're
going to die tomorrow, learn as if you're going to live forever' https:…
7/13/2016 11:26:41 AM
PBPCUK: RT @PBPCUK: We're really looking forward to the #REdebate2016 in
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Parliament today with @NATREupdate @RE_Today and @RECouncil
7/13/2016 11:30:24 AM
paulbristow79: RT @PBPCUK: We're really looking forward to the #REdebate2016 in
Parliament today with @NATREupdate @RE_Today and @RECouncil
7/13/2016 11:30:49 AM
TSLA_RE: #TSLA debating team. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/X39XWKP1LZ
7/13/2016 11:31:22 AM
RchlLwr: RT @JoanneH_RE: On my way - with some very excited but nervous students
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/04K51Ig0vw
7/13/2016 11:34:23 AM
RchlLwr: RT @NATREupdate: Pupils looking forward to meeting @NicDakinMP at the
#REdebate2016 Great he understands the importance of RE in all school…
7/13/2016 11:34:31 AM
nmckain: RT @MarkChater1: This promises to be a thrilling event showing politicians
what young ppl think abt #RE. #REdebate2016 @ReThinkREnow https:…
7/13/2016 11:37:34 AM
nmckain: RT @RECouncil: This afternoon pupils will debate key RE issues at Parliament
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/DSquTloVkY @NATREupdate @RE_Today
7/13/2016 11:37:41 AM
patchworkjules: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 inspiration Gandhi 'live as if you're
going to die tomorrow, learn as if you're going to live forever' https:…
7/13/2016 11:43:33 AM
SHSPandE: The debate is being held at the Houses of Parliament and organized by
@RECouncil. What a day to be there! #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 12:02:29 PM
NATREupdate: RT @TSLA_RE: On the tube and then lunch in Green Park. Keep smiling
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it's not raining!!! #REdebate2016 https://t.co/7SIGydi8ot
7/13/2016 12:11:34 PM
mrschoudhryTSLA: RT @TSLA_RE: #TSLA debating team. #REdebate2016
https://t.co/X39XWKP1LZ
7/13/2016 12:18:36 PM
Mccrimmons: RT @NATREupdate: Keep an eye out on #REdebate2016 today for realtime
updates from Westminster, when 70 students will be discussing their t…
7/13/2016 12:34:05 PM
SHSPandE: RE outside the Houses of Parliament. Great for the debate. #REdebate2016
@NATREupdate @RECouncil https://t.co/ABWsMNBFdP
7/13/2016 12:35:05 PM
j_cowan1: RT @SHSPandE: The debate is being held at the Houses of Parliament and
organized by @RECouncil. What a day to be there! #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 12:36:50 PM
SHSPandE: @stroud_neil SHS students looking to being part of the national discussion
for RE. See you there! #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 12:36:54 PM
j_cowan1: RT @SHSPandE: RE outside the Houses of Parliament. Great for the debate.
#REdebate2016 @NATREupdate @RECouncil https://t.co/ABWsMNBFdP
7/13/2016 12:37:01 PM
BroughtonRE: Getting closer to #REdebate2016 https://t.co/uWanozwbHz
7/13/2016 12:37:03 PM
TSLA_RE: Arrived at Westminster. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/7K0Un29K1z
7/13/2016 12:37:31 PM
NATREupdate: RT @SHSPandE: RE outside the Houses of Parliament. Great for the
debate. #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate @RECouncil https://t.co/ABWsMNBFdP
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7/13/2016 12:41:39 PM
NATREupdate: RT @SHSPandE: @stroud_neil SHS students looking to being part of the
national discussion for RE. See you there! #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 12:41:44 PM
NATREupdate: RT @BroughtonRE: Getting closer to #REdebate2016
https://t.co/uWanozwbHz
7/13/2016 12:41:48 PM
NATREupdate: RT @TSLA_RE: Arrived at Westminster. #REdebate2016
https://t.co/7K0Un29K1z
7/13/2016 12:41:53 PM
nmckain: RT @SHSPandE: RE outside the Houses of Parliament. Great for the debate.
#REdebate2016 @NATREupdate @RECouncil https://t.co/ABWsMNBFdP
7/13/2016 12:43:19 PM
BroughtonRE: RT @SHSPandE: RE outside the Houses of Parliament. Great for the
debate. #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate @RECouncil https://t.co/ABWsMNBFdP
7/13/2016 1:02:22 PM
SHSPandE: The Palmerston Room awaits. Nervous students now. #REdebate2016
@NATREupdate @RECouncil
7/13/2016 1:28:05 PM
TSLA_RE: Thank you to Nic Dakin for the tour if Westminster. Ready for
#REdebate2016. https://t.co/6SnBqwF4CC
7/13/2016 1:35:40 PM
SHSPandE: @NickyMorgan01 @sarapascoe @stroud_neil SHS students looking forward
to sharing their views #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 1:36:51 PM
NATREupdate: RT @TSLA_RE: Thank you to Nic Dakin for the tour if Westminster.
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Ready for #REdebate2016. https://t.co/6SnBqwF4CC
7/13/2016 1:38:10 PM
DanielHugill: RT @TSLA_RE: Thank you to Nic Dakin for the tour if Westminster. Ready
for #REdebate2016. https://t.co/6SnBqwF4CC
7/13/2016 1:38:10 PM
NATREupdate: RT @SHSPandE: @NickyMorgan01 @sarapascoe @stroud_neil SHS
students looking forward to sharing their views #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 1:38:13 PM
DanielHugill: RT @SHSPandE: @NickyMorgan01 @sarapascoe @stroud_neil SHS
students looking forward to sharing their views #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 1:38:13 PM
NATREupdate: We are getting very excited now as students are getting ready to begin
the first ever RE Youth Debate at Westminster. #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 1:40:25 PM
NATREupdate: #REdebate2016 https://t.co/GcdwpJUyn0
7/13/2016 1:41:30 PM
DanielHugill: #REdebate2016 https://t.co/EFBDRb1dGQ
7/13/2016 1:41:30 PM
Ollyseymour: RT @NATREupdate: #REdebate2016 https://t.co/GcdwpJUyn0
7/13/2016 1:41:48 PM
Ollyseymour: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 inspiration Gandhi 'live as if you're
going to die tomorrow, learn as if you're going to live forever' https:…
7/13/2016 1:42:03 PM
SHSPandE: @StroudHigh Sat in the House of Commons, waiting to join the debate
@NATREupdate #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 1:43:57 PM
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BroughtonRE: Last minute preparation #REdebate2016 https://t.co/AHWV1fgrDi
7/13/2016 1:45:06 PM
NATREupdate: Passionate students gathered for #REdebate2016 MPs already talking
about RE. Thanks @NicDakinMP @VernonCoakerNI and Edward Argar
7/13/2016 1:49:23 PM
NATREupdate: RT @SHSPandE: @StroudHigh Sat in the House of Commons, waiting to
join the debate @NATREupdate #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 1:49:42 PM
NicDakinMP: RT @NATREupdate: Passionate students gathered for #REdebate2016 MPs
already talking about RE. Thanks @NicDakinMP @VernonCoakerNI and Edward…
7/13/2016 1:53:21 PM
DanielHugill: RT @SHSPandE: @StroudHigh Sat in the House of Commons, waiting to
join the debate @NATREupdate #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 1:55:12 PM
NATREupdate: RT @BroughtonRE: Last minute preparation #REdebate2016
https://t.co/AHWV1fgrDi
7/13/2016 1:55:16 PM
DanielHugill: RT @BroughtonRE: Last minute preparation #REdebate2016
https://t.co/AHWV1fgrDi
7/13/2016 1:55:16 PM
GillCPrice: RT @NATREupdate: Passionate students gathered for #REdebate2016 MPs
already talking about RE. Thanks @NicDakinMP @VernonCoakerNI and Edward…
7/13/2016 1:56:53 PM
TSLA_RE: Waiting to go in for #REdebate2016 https://t.co/USRsC9JNF0
7/13/2016 1:56:54 PM
GillCPrice: RT @NATREupdate: We are getting very excited now as students are getting
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ready to begin the first ever RE Youth Debate at Westminster. #REd…
7/13/2016 1:57:06 PM
GillCPrice: RT @TSLA_RE: Arrived at Westminster. #REdebate2016
https://t.co/7K0Un29K1z
7/13/2016 1:57:19 PM
GillCPrice: RT @TSLA_RE: #TSLA debating team. #REdebate2016
https://t.co/X39XWKP1LZ
7/13/2016 1:57:35 PM
GillCPrice: RT @TSLA_RE: On the tube and then lunch in Green Park. Keep smiling it's
not raining!!! #REdebate2016 https://t.co/7SIGydi8ot
7/13/2016 1:57:40 PM
GillCPrice: RT @JoanneH_RE: On my way - with some very excited but nervous
students #REdebate2016 https://t.co/04K51Ig0vw
7/13/2016 1:58:00 PM
GillCPrice: RT @NATREupdate: This afternoon school students will debate the
importance of RE in House of Commons. Read more here: https://t.co/ZNwBaHLq…
7/13/2016 1:58:05 PM
GillCPrice: RT @ThisisRudi: Really looking forward to this afternoon's youth debate in
Parliament. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/3QRnQlWplU
7/13/2016 1:58:10 PM
GillCPrice: RT @NATREupdate: Pupils looking forward to meeting @NicDakinMP at the
#REdebate2016 Great he understands the importance of RE in all school…
7/13/2016 1:58:19 PM
NATREupdate: RT @TSLA_RE: Waiting to go in for #REdebate2016
https://t.co/USRsC9JNF0
7/13/2016 2:00:25 PM
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DanielHugill: RT @TSLA_RE: Waiting to go in for #REdebate2016
https://t.co/USRsC9JNF0
7/13/2016 2:00:25 PM
RedhillRE: #REdebate2016 Last minute team talks @RECouncil @RedhillSixth
@RedhillAcademy
7/13/2016 2:02:57 PM
NATREupdate: Comedian, writer, actor and debate host #SarahPascoe has just opened
up the debate to 70+ engaged school students #REdebate2016 #REchatUK
7/13/2016 2:05:32 PM
CofE_Education: RT @NATREupdate: Comedian, writer, actor and debate host
#SarahPascoe has just opened up the debate to 70+ engaged school students
#REdebat…
7/13/2016 2:06:42 PM
RachelNeaum: RT @NATREupdate: Comedian, writer, actor and debate host
#SarahPascoe has just opened up the debate to 70+ engaged school students
#REdebat…
7/13/2016 2:06:42 PM
churchnewspaper: The latest The C of E Newspaper Daily! https://t.co/l39Ej8tyuq
Thanks to @montie @DioceseofEly @GrahamRKings #pmqs #redebate2016
7/13/2016 2:07:27 PM
NATREupdate: If religious literacy is fundamental to challenging extremism, Gov't
should repeal the right to withdraw. Any thoughts? #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:10:29 PM
DanielHugill: RT @NATREupdate: Comedian, writer, actor and debate host
#SarahPascoe has just opened up the debate to 70+ engaged school students
#REdebat…
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7/13/2016 2:12:57 PM
DanielHugill: RT @NATREupdate: If religious literacy is fundamental to challenging
extremism, Gov't should repeal the right to withdraw. Any thoughts? #R…
7/13/2016 2:12:59 PM
DanielHugill: RT @NATREupdate: Passionate students gathered for #REdebate2016 MPs
already talking about RE. Thanks @NicDakinMP @VernonCoakerNI and Edward…
7/13/2016 2:13:04 PM
ReThinkREnow: Stage set for inaugural RE youth debate #REdebate2016 #reteacher
https://t.co/RdnINp25Qq
7/13/2016 2:15:17 PM
EllieOlmer: RT @NATREupdate: If religious literacy is fundamental to challenging
extremism, Gov't should repeal the right to withdraw. Any thoughts? #R…
7/13/2016 2:16:26 PM
ThisisRudi: And we're off! Absolutely packed for the RE Youth Debate #REdebate2016
https://t.co/mUP8MZxSYD
7/13/2016 2:18:45 PM
RECouncil: RT @ThisisRudi: And we're off! Absolutely packed for the RE Youth Debate
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/mUP8MZxSYD
7/13/2016 2:20:18 PM
NATREupdate: Well done to the Chairs of #REdebate2016 students from
#MulberrySchool, they are keeping this debate very lively and the audience engaged
7/13/2016 2:20:25 PM
CeRshow: The latest The C of E Newspaper Daily! https://t.co/07Lm8HCePZ Thanks to
montie DioceseofEly GrahamRKings #pmqs #redebate2016 #CeRshow #Ce…
7/13/2016 2:21:06 PM
MarkChater1: First up in Youth #REdebate2016 : abolishing the withdrawal clause in
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order to promote religious literacy! @reonline_tweets @RECouncil
7/13/2016 2:21:11 PM
MarkChater1: RT @NATREupdate: Well done to the Chairs of #REdebate2016 students
from #MulberrySchool, they are keeping this debate very lively and the a…
7/13/2016 2:21:48 PM
NATREupdate: RT @ThisisRudi: And we're off! Absolutely packed for the RE Youth
Debate #REdebate2016 https://t.co/mUP8MZxSYD
7/13/2016 2:22:12 PM
PBPCUK: Thanks to Mary Glindon MP, @NicDakinMP & Ed Argar MP for being at the
@RECouncil @RE_Today @NATREupdate debate #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
7/13/2016 2:22:33 PM
NATREupdate: RT @ReThinkREnow: Stage set for inaugural RE youth debate
#REdebate2016 #reteacher https://t.co/RdnINp25Qq
7/13/2016 2:22:52 PM
ThisisRudi: Kicking off with discussion of scrapping the right to withdraw from RE as a
way of helping to counter extremism #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:23:40 PM
nickswarb: RT @ReThinkREnow: Stage set for inaugural RE youth debate
#REdebate2016 #reteacher https://t.co/RdnINp25Qq
7/13/2016 2:23:49 PM
kessler_ed: RT @MarkChater1: First up in Youth #REdebate2016 : abolishing the
withdrawal clause in order to promote religious literacy! @reonline_tweet…
7/13/2016 2:23:50 PM
NATREupdate: Great debate from the students arguing for and against the right of
withdrawal - what will the vote say #REdebate2016 lots of MPs present
7/13/2016 2:24:18 PM
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RECouncil: Young people are taking fresh ideas on RE to Parliament at today's Youth
Debate. #REDebate2016 https://t.co/K1EJiMiTaE
7/13/2016 2:24:24 PM
MarkChater1: Discussing withdrawal, one pupil points out that some schools teach RE in
a biased way. #REdebate2016 @reonline_tweets @RECouncil
7/13/2016 2:24:41 PM
RECouncil: RT @MarkChater1: First up in Youth #REdebate2016 : abolishing the
withdrawal clause in order to promote religious literacy! @reonline_tweet…
7/13/2016 2:25:01 PM
PBPCUK: Great to see @ianpaisleymp at the @RECouncil @RE_Today @NATREupdate
debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
7/13/2016 2:26:19 PM
ThisisRudi: Great to see lots of MPs at #REdebate2016, including Mary Glindon MP,
@NicDakinMP & Ed Argar MP. Hope they're all as impressed as I am!
7/13/2016 2:27:10 PM
fionajmoss: .@RedhillAcademy letting us know what they thing about religious
extremism #REdebate2016 https://t.co/EUeunkm2fS
7/13/2016 2:27:20 PM
MarkChater1: RE not about converting ppl, say several pupils at #REdebate2016
therefore withdrawal should not be necessary. @reonline_tweets @RECouncil
7/13/2016 2:27:59 PM
NATREupdate: rE is as important as other core subjects says a student from
@RedhillRE #REdebate2016 @VernonCoakerNI
7/13/2016 2:28:41 PM
ThisisRudi: #REdebate2016 @ianpaisleymp too!
7/13/2016 2:28:42 PM
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BroughtonRE: Debating the right to withdraw from RE #REdebate2016
https://t.co/vOgGdM0fDd
7/13/2016 2:29:45 PM
BroughtonRE: RT @MarkChater1: RE not about converting ppl, say several pupils at
#REdebate2016 therefore withdrawal should not be necessary. @reonline_t…
7/13/2016 2:30:11 PM
NATREupdate: St Lawerence Academy speaking in the #REdebate2016 excellent
points- @NicDakinMP looks proud
7/13/2016 2:30:48 PM
NATREupdate: #RE #students - any thoughts about the 2nd session? Schools should be
secular, no place for RE in modern curriculum. #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:31:12 PM
HollowayDerek: RT @ThisisRudi: And we're off! Absolutely packed for the RE Youth
Debate #REdebate2016 https://t.co/mUP8MZxSYD
7/13/2016 2:31:50 PM
NicDakinMP: RT @NATREupdate: St Lawerence Academy speaking in the
#REdebate2016 excellent points- @NicDakinMP looks proud
7/13/2016 2:32:20 PM
NATREupdate: Stroud High school say don't limit pupils by withdrawing #redebate2016
neilcarmichaelmp would be proud
7/13/2016 2:33:39 PM
NATREupdate: Good to see that Stephen Pound MP has come to the #redebate2016
7/13/2016 2:34:28 PM
BroughtonRE: #REdebate2016 @sarapascoe talks about the discrepancy between
academia and worship. RE is an academic subject https://t.co/MmYibioxzZ
7/13/2016 2:34:39 PM
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NATREupdate: RT @BroughtonRE: #REdebate2016 @sarapascoe talks about the
discrepancy between academia and worship. RE is an academic subject https://t.co…
7/13/2016 2:35:17 PM
NATREupdate: RT @BroughtonRE: Debating the right to withdraw from RE
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/vOgGdM0fDd
7/13/2016 2:35:24 PM
ReThinkREnow: few lessons in school where you can not have the right answer government needs to be aware of breadth of RE go @sarapascoe #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:35:31 PM
NATREupdate: RT @ThisisRudi: Great to see lots of MPs at #REdebate2016, including
Mary Glindon MP, @NicDakinMP & Ed Argar MP. Hope they're all as impres…
7/13/2016 2:35:39 PM
PBPCUK: Great to see Stephen Pound MP at the @RECouncil @RE_Today
@NATREupdate debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
7/13/2016 2:36:15 PM
NATREupdate: RT @PBPCUK: Great to see Stephen Pound MP at the @RECouncil
@RE_Today @NATREupdate debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
7/13/2016 2:36:37 PM
trendingpls: RT @PBPCUK: Great to see Stephen Pound MP at the @RECouncil
@RE_Today @NATREupdate debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
7/13/2016 2:36:57 PM
SHSPandE: #REdebate2016 It's about the academic focus of RE not the individually
accepted religious truths. Well said @sarapascoe @RECouncil
7/13/2016 2:37:15 PM
ThisisRudi: Hearing from @sarapascoe about how RE allows pupils to explore questions
that don't have clear answers #REdebate2016
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7/13/2016 2:37:33 PM
NATREupdate: #REdebate2016 Mary GlindonMp & @sarapascoe summing up the
debate about RE and withdrawal
7/13/2016 2:37:35 PM
BroughtonRE: Nearly all student delegates agree that the right to withdraw from RE
should be repealed #REdebate2016 https://t.co/JLKAUKu9iz
7/13/2016 2:38:44 PM
MarkChater1: RT @ThisisRudi: Hearing from @sarapascoe about how RE allows pupils
to explore questions that don't have clear answers #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:39:14 PM
fionajmoss: The vote was that the right of withdrawal from RE should be removed
#REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/U9XrFEipYm
7/13/2016 2:39:24 PM
NATREupdate: RT @fionajmoss: The vote was that the right of withdrawal from RE
should be removed #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/U9XrFEipYm
7/13/2016 2:39:46 PM
NATREupdate: RT @BroughtonRE: Nearly all student delegates agree that the right to
withdraw from RE should be repealed #REdebate2016 https://t.co/JLKAUK…
7/13/2016 2:39:58 PM
RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the importance of RE.
@sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 2:40:04 PM
NATREupdate: RT @NATREupdate: #REdebate2016 Mary GlindonMp & @sarapascoe
summing up the debate about RE and withdrawal
7/13/2016 2:40:06 PM
RECouncil: RT @SHSPandE: #REdebate2016 It's about the academic focus of RE not the
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individually accepted religious truths. Well said @sarapascoe @REC…
7/13/2016 2:40:12 PM
NATREupdate: RT @ThisisRudi: Hearing from @sarapascoe about how RE allows pupils
to explore questions that don't have clear answers #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:40:13 PM
NATREupdate: RT @SHSPandE: #REdebate2016 It's about the academic focus of RE
not the individually accepted religious truths. Well said @sarapascoe @REC…
7/13/2016 2:40:25 PM
nmckain: RT @BroughtonRE: Debating the right to withdraw from RE #REdebate2016
https://t.co/vOgGdM0fDd
7/13/2016 2:40:27 PM
ThisisRudi: Delighted to see Stephen Pound MP at #REdebate2016. It's all go - the
Chairs are ruthless when it comes to time!
7/13/2016 2:40:29 PM
NATREupdate: RT @ReThinkREnow: few lessons in school where you can not have the
right answer - government needs to be aware of breadth of RE go @sarapas…
7/13/2016 2:40:46 PM
nmckain: RT @ThisisRudi: Hearing from @sarapascoe about how RE allows pupils to
explore questions that don't have clear answers #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:41:24 PM
nmckain: RT @fionajmoss: The vote was that the right of withdrawal from RE should be
removed #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/U9XrFEipYm
7/13/2016 2:41:37 PM
ThisisRudi: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the importance
of RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 2:42:29 PM
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NATREupdate: RT @fionajmoss: .@RedhillAcademy letting us know what they thing
about religious extremism #REdebate2016 https://t.co/EUeunkm2fS
7/13/2016 2:43:51 PM
ThisisRudi: On RE not being about indoctrination, one delegate points out "We're not
taught French to become French" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:45:08 PM
ThisisRudi: "How are we meant to understand other subjects when they refer to religion
if we haven't had good RE?" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:47:31 PM
NATREupdate: Good to see the national secular society and @ianpaisleymp at
#REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:48:48 PM
MarkChater1: RT @BroughtonRE: Nearly all student delegates agree that the right to
withdraw from RE should be repealed #REdebate2016 https://t.co/JLKAUK…
7/13/2016 2:50:21 PM
RECouncil: RT @BroughtonRE: Nearly all student delegates agree that the right to
withdraw from RE should be repealed #REdebate2016 https://t.co/JLKAUK…
7/13/2016 2:51:22 PM
ThisisRudi: Very pleased to see a resounding vote against the motion that there's no
place for RE in secular schools! #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:51:46 PM
fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for RE in school- phew
#REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 2:52:07 PM
MarkChater1: The pupils vote unanimously in favour of keeping RE in the curriculum.
#REdebate2016 @reonline_tweets @RECouncil
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7/13/2016 2:52:09 PM
NATREupdate: RT @fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for
RE in school- phew #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 2:52:30 PM
BroughtonRE: RT @fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for
RE in school- phew #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 2:53:18 PM
NATREupdate: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the
importance of RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 2:53:19 PM
NATREupdate: RT @ThisisRudi: Delighted to see Stephen Pound MP at #REdebate2016.
It's all go - the Chairs are ruthless when it comes to time!
7/13/2016 2:53:25 PM
NATREupdate: RT @ThisisRudi: On RE not being about indoctrination, one delegate
points out "We're not taught French to become French" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:53:27 PM
RECouncil: One delegate argues that RE is not about indoctrination; after all "We're not
taught French in order to become French." #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:53:30 PM
NATREupdate: RT @ThisisRudi: "How are we meant to understand other subjects when
they refer to religion if we haven't had good RE?" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:53:34 PM
j_cowan1: RT @ThisisRudi: On RE not being about indoctrination, one delegate points
out "We're not taught French to become French" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:53:56 PM
RECouncil: RT @MarkChater1: The pupils vote unanimously in favour of keeping RE in
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the curriculum. #REdebate2016 @reonline_tweets @RECouncil
7/13/2016 2:57:03 PM
DBELeicester: RT @fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for
RE in school- phew #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 2:57:04 PM
BroughtonRE: #REdebate2016 final topic: is RE too important to be left to parents?
https://t.co/EzjujPGiXL
7/13/2016 2:57:31 PM
fionajmoss: Humphrey Perkins school speaking about whether RE should be left 2
parents #REdebate2016 @NickyMorgan01 wld be proud https://t.co/thl4C5rSMi
7/13/2016 2:57:48 PM
ThisisRudi: "Religious Education at school is more objective than being taught about
religion at home" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:58:42 PM
ThisisRudi: "RE is academic: it requires specialists to teach it properly" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 2:59:58 PM
TodayAtSch00L: RT @ThisisRudi: "Religious Education at school is more objective than
being taught about religion at home" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:00:01 PM
MarkChater1: School-based RE Is more effective, inclusive, accurate & respectful of
young ppl's choices than religious teaching by parents #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:00:04 PM
fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 excellent argument by @Grobycoll student about RE
helping us to learn respectfully about religion/bel https://t.co/Li83cU0rPu
7/13/2016 3:00:11 PM
NATREupdate: #RE is too important to leave just to parents? #REdebate2016 What do
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parents think?
7/13/2016 3:02:12 PM
MarkChater1: Great interventions from pupils, @sarapascoe & Mary Glindon MP in
favour of school-based, inclusive RE at #REdebate2016 @reonline_tweets
7/13/2016 3:02:28 PM
RECouncil: RT @ThisisRudi: "RE is academic: it requires specialists to teach it properly"
#REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:03:12 PM
independenthead: Indoctrination is teaching x without outlining presuppositions on
which x is founded: Science more guilty than RE? @ThisisRudi #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:03:17 PM
rechatie: Loving some points made at #REdebate2016 https://t.co/4nYuSUConc
7/13/2016 3:03:29 PM
ThisisRudi: Great to hear from @NickyMorgan01 at #REdebate2016 on the importance
of RE.
7/13/2016 3:03:34 PM
ReThinkREnow: Great to see @NickyMorgan01 at our youth debate #REdebate2016
https://t.co/MU26sbDDfA
7/13/2016 3:03:48 PM
fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 lovely to see @NickyMorgan01 at our debate
https://t.co/QIKEnPfO2o
7/13/2016 3:04:09 PM
BroughtonRE: Nicky Morgan describes RE as a hot potato at the #REdebate2016
https://t.co/RtdeJ3pwIC
7/13/2016 3:04:33 PM
MarkChater1: Now @NickyMorgan01 from @educationgovuk concludes the big
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#REdebate2016 speaking in favour of inclusive RE @reonline_tweets @RECouncil
7/13/2016 3:05:04 PM
rechatie: Great points made at #REdebate2016 #rechatie https://t.co/cj7YnAlFsF
7/13/2016 3:05:16 PM
ThisisRudi: Very pleased to hear @stroud_neil listening to the high quality
#REdebate2016. It's been a great debate!
7/13/2016 3:05:51 PM
RECouncil: We're delighted that Education Secretary, Nicky Morgan, has been able to
join us for the debate. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/sNx1bgIq8D
7/13/2016 3:06:51 PM
toniford: RT @fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for RE in
school- phew #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 3:06:53 PM
RECouncil: @NickyMorgan01, Education Secretary, has spoken in favour of inclusive RE.
#REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:07:47 PM
Stephenmevans1: Speaking at RE youth debate Nicky Morgan describes #RE as 'one of
the hottest potatoes for a Secretary of State to handle".#REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:08:48 PM
YorkshireRS: RT @NATREupdate: rE is as important as other core subjects says a
student from @RedhillRE #REdebate2016 @VernonCoakerNI
7/13/2016 3:08:51 PM
independenthead: The #REdebate2016 needs to distinguish between nurture, which
arguably need not (but may) be done in school, and RE which should @ThisisRudi
7/13/2016 3:08:56 PM
nmckain: RT @RECouncil: @NickyMorgan01, Education Secretary, has spoken in favour
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of inclusive RE. #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:09:20 PM
nmckain: RT @ThisisRudi: "RE is academic: it requires specialists to teach it properly"
#REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:09:26 PM
PBPCUK: Great 2 see @NickyMorgan01 at the @RECouncil @RE_Today @NATREupdate
debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow https://t.co/rWvWs5yAUE
7/13/2016 3:09:45 PM
nmckain: RT @Stephenmevans1: Speaking at RE youth debate Nicky Morgan describes
#RE as 'one of the hottest potatoes for a Secretary of State to hand…
7/13/2016 3:09:54 PM
PBPCUK: Great to see @stroud_neil at the @RECouncil @RE_Today @NATREupdate
debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
7/13/2016 3:10:18 PM
RECouncil: RT @ThisisRudi: Very pleased to hear @stroud_neil listening to the high
quality #REdebate2016. It's been a great debate!
7/13/2016 3:11:41 PM
RECouncil: RT @MarkChater1: Great interventions from pupils, @sarapascoe & Mary
Glindon MP in favour of school-based, inclusive RE at #REdebate2016 @r…
7/13/2016 3:13:05 PM
RedhillRE: RT @NATREupdate: rE is as important as other core subjects says a student
from @RedhillRE #REdebate2016 @VernonCoakerNI
7/13/2016 3:14:07 PM
tori_severn: Actually enjoyed that... #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:14:29 PM
MissClark_RE: RT @MarkChater1: First up in Youth #REdebate2016 : abolishing the
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withdrawal clause in order to promote religious literacy! @reonline_tweet…
7/13/2016 3:16:24 PM
MarinaRobb: RT @NATREupdate: If religious literacy is fundamental to challenging
extremism, Gov't should repeal the right to withdraw. Any thoughts? #R…
7/13/2016 3:18:32 PM
MissClark_RE: RT @MarkChater1: Great interventions from pupils, @sarapascoe & Mary
Glindon MP in favour of school-based, inclusive RE at #REdebate2016 @r…
7/13/2016 3:18:46 PM
MissClark_RE: RT @MarkChater1: School-based RE Is more effective, inclusive,
accurate & respectful of young ppl's choices than religious teaching by pare…
7/13/2016 3:18:54 PM
MissClark_RE: RT @MarkChater1: The pupils vote unanimously in favour of keeping RE
in the curriculum. #REdebate2016 @reonline_tweets @RECouncil
7/13/2016 3:19:02 PM
MissClark_RE: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the
importance of RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 3:19:13 PM
NATREupdate: RT @MarkChater1: Great interventions from pupils, @sarapascoe & Mary
Glindon MP in favour of school-based, inclusive RE at #REdebate2016 @r…
7/13/2016 3:23:59 PM
NATREupdate: RT @RECouncil: @NickyMorgan01, Education Secretary, has spoken in
favour of inclusive RE. #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:24:03 PM
NATREupdate: RT @Stephenmevans1: Speaking at RE youth debate Nicky Morgan
describes #RE as 'one of the hottest potatoes for a Secretary of State to hand…
7/13/2016 3:24:06 PM
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TSLA_RE: #REdebate2016 The St. Lawrence Academy. https://t.co/CDcjg4XoWX
7/13/2016 3:24:38 PM
NATREupdate: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 lovely to see @NickyMorgan01 at our
debate https://t.co/QIKEnPfO2o
7/13/2016 3:24:47 PM
NATREupdate: RT @MarkChater1: Now @NickyMorgan01 from @educationgovuk
concludes the big #REdebate2016 speaking in favour of inclusive RE @reonline_tweet…
7/13/2016 3:24:54 PM
hartleyian: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the importance
of RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 3:25:14 PM
MissClark_RE: RT @ThisisRudi: And we're off! Absolutely packed for the RE Youth
Debate #REdebate2016 https://t.co/mUP8MZxSYD
7/13/2016 3:26:14 PM
NATREupdate: RT @ThisisRudi: "RE is academic: it requires specialists to teach it
properly" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:28:24 PM
bjvmoore: RT @NATREupdate: Keep an eye out on #REdebate2016 tomorrow for realtime
updates from Westminster, when 70 students will be discussing thei…
7/13/2016 3:29:32 PM
nmckain: RT @TSLA_RE: #REdebate2016 The St. Lawrence Academy.
https://t.co/CDcjg4XoWX
7/13/2016 3:29:47 PM
NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students taking part in @RECouncil
#REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o1K3KZ8NQF
7/13/2016 3:30:42 PM
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theShainEThomas: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students
taking part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 3:31:20 PM
RECouncil: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students taking
part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 3:32:08 PM
jerrybabystar10: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students
taking part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 3:32:21 PM
NATREupdate: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students taking
part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 3:32:43 PM
YorkshireRS: RT @NATREupdate: Passionate students gathered for #REdebate2016
MPs already talking about RE. Thanks @NicDakinMP @VernonCoakerNI and Edward…
7/13/2016 3:33:25 PM
stroud_neil: RT @PBPCUK: Great to see @stroud_neil at the @RECouncil @RE_Today
@NATREupdate debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
7/13/2016 3:33:53 PM
YorkshireRS: RT @NATREupdate: Well done to the Chairs of #REdebate2016 students
from #MulberrySchool, they are keeping this debate very lively and the a…
7/13/2016 3:34:14 PM
BroughtonRE: RT @PBPCUK: Great 2 see @NickyMorgan01 at the @RECouncil
@RE_Today @NATREupdate debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
https://t.…
7/13/2016 3:34:17 PM
YorkshireRS: RT @fionajmoss: .@RedhillAcademy letting us know what they thing
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about religious extremism #REdebate2016 https://t.co/EUeunkm2fS
7/13/2016 3:34:29 PM
YorkshireRS: RT @MarkChater1: RE not about converting ppl, say several pupils at
#REdebate2016 therefore withdrawal should not be necessary. @reonline_t…
7/13/2016 3:34:42 PM
BroughtonRE: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 excellent argument by @Grobycoll
student about RE helping us to learn respectfully about religion/bel https:…
7/13/2016 3:36:38 PM
amreigh: RT @rechatie: Loving some points made at #REdebate2016
https://t.co/4nYuSUConc
7/13/2016 3:37:50 PM
BroughtonRE: RT @ThisisRudi: On RE not being about indoctrination, one delegate
points out "We're not taught French to become French" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:38:47 PM
nmckain: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students taking part
in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 3:39:38 PM
MrHussain_RE: RT @RECouncil: One delegate argues that RE is not about
indoctrination; after all "We're not taught French in order to become French." #REd…
7/13/2016 3:40:35 PM
RugbyMan632: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students
taking part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 3:45:31 PM
Drsmeeee: RT @BroughtonRE: Nearly all student delegates agree that the right to
withdraw from RE should be repealed #REdebate2016 https://t.co/JLKAUK…
7/13/2016 3:46:52 PM
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RECouncil: Thank you to all the pupils and teachers who attended today's Youth Debate.
Brilliant & thought-provoking contributions. #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:49:21 PM
scumberk: RT @ThisisRudi: On RE not being about indoctrination, one delegate points
out "We're not taught French to become French" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 3:53:01 PM
Vernon_Coaker: The Redhill team preparing for #REdebate2016 today
@RedhillAcademy RedhillAcademy @RedhillRE https://t.co/w3VmsQa5Bv
7/13/2016 3:57:55 PM
paulbristow79: RT @PBPCUK: Great 2 see @NickyMorgan01 at the @RECouncil
@RE_Today @NATREupdate debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
https://t.…
7/13/2016 3:59:10 PM
NATREupdate: RT @Vernon_Coaker: The Redhill team preparing for #REdebate2016
today @RedhillAcademy RedhillAcademy @RedhillRE https://t.co/w3VmsQa5Bv
7/13/2016 4:03:22 PM
HumphreyPerkins: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students
taking part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 4:04:34 PM
megswarbrooke: RT @Vernon_Coaker: The Redhill team preparing for #REdebate2016
today @RedhillAcademy RedhillAcademy @RedhillRE https://t.co/w3VmsQa5Bv
7/13/2016 4:05:26 PM
RECouncil: Well done and huge thanks to @fionajmoss for leading on the organisation
of such a fantastic and well-attended event! #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 4:05:57 PM
NicDakinMP: RT @PBPCUK: Thanks to Mary Glindon MP, @NicDakinMP & Ed Argar MP
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for being at the @RECouncil @RE_Today @NATREupdate debate #REdebate2016 #r…
7/13/2016 4:06:35 PM
NATREupdate: Our Exec Officer @fionajmoss has worked so hard leading on the
#REdebate2016. Important work educating MPs about RE. https://t.co/EgO1NF46qt
7/13/2016 4:09:33 PM
ThisisRudi: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students taking
part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 4:12:34 PM
ThisisRudi: RT @MarkChater1: Great interventions from pupils, @sarapascoe & Mary
Glindon MP in favour of school-based, inclusive RE at #REdebate2016 @r…
7/13/2016 4:12:55 PM
ThisisRudi: RT @RECouncil: We're delighted that Education Secretary, Nicky Morgan,
has been able to join us for the debate. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/…
7/13/2016 4:13:13 PM
NATREupdate: RT @RECouncil: Thank you to all the pupils and teachers who attended
today's Youth Debate. Brilliant & thought-provoking contributions. #RE…
7/13/2016 4:15:27 PM
ThisisRudi: Wow! Great afternoon at Westminster for #REdebate2016. Brilliant display
of why RE is a great subject from amazing & impressive pupils.
7/13/2016 4:15:53 PM
RosemaryRivett: RT @NATREupdate: Our Exec Officer @fionajmoss has worked so hard
leading on the #REdebate2016. Important work educating MPs about RE. https…
7/13/2016 4:16:45 PM
RECouncil: RT @ThisisRudi: Wow! Great afternoon at Westminster for #REdebate2016.
Brilliant display of why RE is a great subject from amazing & impres…
7/13/2016 4:16:59 PM
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Ben_Wood_RE: Have a look at #REdebate2016 for news on students arguing for
importance of RE in Parliament along with @sarapascoe and @NickyMorgan01
7/13/2016 4:20:48 PM
NicDakinMP: RT @ThisisRudi: Great to see lots of MPs at #REdebate2016, including
Mary Glindon MP, @NicDakinMP & Ed Argar MP. Hope they're all as impres…
7/13/2016 4:20:52 PM
Shaz10001: RT @PBPCUK: Great 2 see @NickyMorgan01 at the @RECouncil
@RE_Today @NATREupdate debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
https://t.…
7/13/2016 4:22:00 PM
RedhillRE: RT @Vernon_Coaker: The Redhill team preparing for #REdebate2016 today
@RedhillAcademy RedhillAcademy @RedhillRE https://t.co/w3VmsQa5Bv
7/13/2016 4:24:17 PM
DanielHugill: RT @Ben_Wood_RE: Have a look at #REdebate2016 for news on students
arguing for importance of RE in Parliament along with @sarapascoe and @N…
7/13/2016 4:25:08 PM
DanielHugill: RT @ThisisRudi: Wow! Great afternoon at Westminster for
#REdebate2016. Brilliant display of why RE is a great subject from amazing & impres…
7/13/2016 4:25:10 PM
emily_johnson24: RT @Vernon_Coaker: The Redhill team preparing for
#REdebate2016 today @RedhillAcademy RedhillAcademy @RedhillRE
https://t.co/w3VmsQa5Bv
7/13/2016 4:25:32 PM
CorrineGuntrip: RT @Ben_Wood_RE: Have a look at #REdebate2016 for news on
students arguing for importance of RE in Parliament along with @sarapascoe and @N…
7/13/2016 4:27:26 PM
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NATREupdate: Wow what an articulate group of students expressing the importance of
RE -MPs visibly impressed at the quality of debate #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 4:34:34 PM
NATREupdate: RT @TSLA_RE: #REdebate2016 The St. Lawrence Academy.
https://t.co/CDcjg4XoWX
7/13/2016 4:35:25 PM
NATREupdate: RT @tori_severn: Actually enjoyed that... #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 4:35:32 PM
NATREupdate: RT @PBPCUK: Great to see @stroud_neil at the @RECouncil @RE_Today
@NATREupdate debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
7/13/2016 4:36:12 PM
NATREupdate: RT @PBPCUK: Great 2 see @NickyMorgan01 at the @RECouncil
@RE_Today @NATREupdate debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
https://t.…
7/13/2016 4:36:16 PM
NATREupdate: RT @fionajmoss: Humphrey Perkins school speaking about whether RE
should be left 2 parents #REdebate2016 @NickyMorgan01 wld be proud https:…
7/13/2016 4:37:01 PM
NATREupdate: RT @BroughtonRE: #REdebate2016 final topic: is RE too important to be
left to parents? https://t.co/EzjujPGiXL
7/13/2016 4:37:08 PM
NATREupdate: RT @RECouncil: One delegate argues that RE is not about
indoctrination; after all "We're not taught French in order to become French." #REd…
7/13/2016 4:37:13 PM
NATREupdate: RT @MarkChater1: The pupils vote unanimously in favour of keeping RE
in the curriculum. #REdebate2016 @reonline_tweets @RECouncil
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7/13/2016 4:37:18 PM
ThisisRudi: RT @NATREupdate: Wow what an articulate group of students expressing
the importance of RE -MPs visibly impressed at the quality of debate #…
7/13/2016 4:39:05 PM
RECouncil: RT @TSLA_RE: #REdebate2016 The St. Lawrence Academy.
https://t.co/CDcjg4XoWX
7/13/2016 4:45:05 PM
RECouncil: RT @fionajmoss: Humphrey Perkins school speaking about whether RE
should be left 2 parents #REdebate2016 @NickyMorgan01 wld be proud https:…
7/13/2016 4:45:16 PM
RECouncil: RT @BroughtonRE: #REdebate2016 final topic: is RE too important to be left
to parents? https://t.co/EzjujPGiXL
7/13/2016 4:45:35 PM
Tumedel: RT @rechatie: Loving some points made at #REdebate2016
https://t.co/4nYuSUConc
7/13/2016 4:46:32 PM
Tumedel: RT @rechatie: Great points made at #REdebate2016 #rechatie
https://t.co/cj7YnAlFsF
7/13/2016 4:47:05 PM
HollowayDerek: RT @ThisisRudi: "RE is academic: it requires specialists to teach it
properly" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 4:48:47 PM
HollowayDerek: RT @ThisisRudi: On RE not being about indoctrination, one delegate
points out "We're not taught French to become French" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 4:49:00 PM
fionajmoss: Treating #REdebate2016 students at Leon @Ollyseymour would approve
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https://t.co/1Ep4CRGx3Y
7/13/2016 4:50:52 PM
HollowayDerek: RT @PBPCUK: Great 2 see @NickyMorgan01 at the @RECouncil
@RE_Today @NATREupdate debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
https://t.…
7/13/2016 4:51:19 PM
albri18: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 lovely to see @NickyMorgan01 at our debate
https://t.co/QIKEnPfO2o
7/13/2016 4:54:52 PM
albri18: RT @fionajmoss: Treating #REdebate2016 students at Leon @Ollyseymour
would approve https://t.co/1Ep4CRGx3Y
7/13/2016 4:56:42 PM
mrschoudhryTSLA: RT @TSLA_RE: #REdebate2016 The St. Lawrence Academy.
https://t.co/CDcjg4XoWX
7/13/2016 4:57:30 PM
mrschoudhryTSLA: RT @TSLA_RE: Arrived at Westminster. #REdebate2016
https://t.co/7K0Un29K1z
7/13/2016 4:57:40 PM
mrschoudhryTSLA: RT @TSLA_RE: Thank you to Nic Dakin for the tour if Westminster.
Ready for #REdebate2016. https://t.co/6SnBqwF4CC
7/13/2016 4:57:47 PM
albri18: RT @MarkChater1: School-based RE Is more effective, inclusive, accurate &
respectful of young ppl's choices than religious teaching by pare…
7/13/2016 4:58:40 PM
albri18: RT @BroughtonRE: Getting closer to #REdebate2016 https://t.co/uWanozwbHz
7/13/2016 4:59:53 PM
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albri18: RT @JoanneH_RE: On my way - with some very excited but nervous students
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/04K51Ig0vw
7/13/2016 5:00:18 PM
JoanneH_RE: RT @fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for RE
in school- phew #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 5:01:33 PM
albri18: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the importance of
RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 5:03:11 PM
albri18: RT @SHSPandE: #REdebate2016 It's about the academic focus of RE not the
individually accepted religious truths. Well said @sarapascoe @REC…
7/13/2016 5:03:20 PM
albri18: RT @ThisisRudi: And we're off! Absolutely packed for the RE Youth Debate
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/mUP8MZxSYD
7/13/2016 5:03:34 PM
mollyy_mitchell: Finishing the day at Leon after sightseeing &a debate in the Houses of
Parliament on the subject of RE #REdebate2016 https://t.co/2f9fp4CxDQ
7/13/2016 5:11:39 PM
bjvmoore: RT @ThisisRudi: Wow! Great afternoon at Westminster for #REdebate2016.
Brilliant display of why RE is a great subject from amazing & impres…
7/13/2016 5:19:56 PM
AngieDo27: RT @NATREupdate: This afternoon school students will debate the
importance of RE in House of Commons. Read more here: https://t.co/ZNwBaHLq…
7/13/2016 5:24:40 PM
bjvmoore: #REdebate2016 @MarkChater1 @RECouncil @NATREupdate yes and so shd
be because v different nature, context and purpose https://t.co/BTUn3g9Cf8
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7/13/2016 5:25:44 PM
bjvmoore: RT @fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for RE in
school- phew #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 5:25:54 PM
bjvmoore: RT @ThisisRudi: On RE not being about indoctrination, one delegate points
out "We're not taught French to become French" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 5:26:20 PM
bjvmoore: RT @NATREupdate: rE is as important as other core subjects says a student
from @RedhillRE #REdebate2016 @VernonCoakerNI
7/13/2016 5:28:47 PM
bjvmoore: #REdebate2016 this looks as though it was an amazing event. Well done all!
7/13/2016 5:30:20 PM
JChipperton: RT @PBPCUK: Great 2 see @NickyMorgan01 at the @RECouncil
@RE_Today @NATREupdate debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
https://t.…
7/13/2016 5:31:48 PM
JChipperton: RT @NATREupdate: Wow what an articulate group of students expressing
the importance of RE -MPs visibly impressed at the quality of debate #…
7/13/2016 5:32:05 PM
JChipperton: RT @NATREupdate: Our Exec Officer @fionajmoss has worked so hard
leading on the #REdebate2016. Important work educating MPs about RE. https…
7/13/2016 5:32:14 PM
JChipperton: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 lovely to see @NickyMorgan01 at our
debate https://t.co/QIKEnPfO2o
7/13/2016 5:32:59 PM
fionajmoss: RT @TSLA_RE: #REdebate2016 The St. Lawrence Academy.
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https://t.co/CDcjg4XoWX
7/13/2016 5:33:36 PM
fionajmoss: RT @Stephenmevans1: Speaking at RE youth debate Nicky Morgan
describes #RE as 'one of the hottest potatoes for a Secretary of State to hand…
7/13/2016 5:33:57 PM
JChipperton: RT @SHSPandE: #REdebate2016 It's about the academic focus of RE not
the individually accepted religious truths. Well said @sarapascoe @REC…
7/13/2016 5:34:35 PM
fionajmoss: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the
importance of RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 5:34:39 PM
JChipperton: RT @BroughtonRE: Nearly all student delegates agree that the right to
withdraw from RE should be repealed #REdebate2016 https://t.co/JLKAUK…
7/13/2016 5:34:47 PM
rdavidgeworc: RT @ReThinkREnow: few lessons in school where you can not have the
right answer - government needs to be aware of breadth of RE go @sarapas…
7/13/2016 5:37:38 PM
CEGill1: RT @ThisisRudi: On RE not being about indoctrination, one delegate points out
"We're not taught French to become French" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 5:37:50 PM
fionajmoss: RT @NATREupdate: Passionate students gathered for #REdebate2016 MPs
already talking about RE. Thanks @NicDakinMP @VernonCoakerNI and Edward…
7/13/2016 5:39:48 PM
KatieKates_84: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 lovely to see @NickyMorgan01 at our
debate https://t.co/QIKEnPfO2o
7/13/2016 5:41:41 PM
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KatieKates_84: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students
taking part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 5:43:44 PM
BroughtonRE: RT @ThisisRudi: Wow! Great afternoon at Westminster for
#REdebate2016. Brilliant display of why RE is a great subject from amazing & impres…
7/13/2016 5:52:17 PM
Keenan1Eileen: RT @RECouncil: One delegate argues that RE is not about
indoctrination; after all "We're not taught French in order to become French." #REd…
7/13/2016 5:57:11 PM
Keenan1Eileen: RT @ThisisRudi: "RE is academic: it requires specialists to teach it
properly" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 6:00:07 PM
kathrynfenlodge: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students
taking part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 6:01:08 PM
kathrynfenlodge: RT @RECouncil: Well done and huge thanks to @fionajmoss for
leading on the organisation of such a fantastic and well-attended event! #REdeb…
7/13/2016 6:01:15 PM
Mrs_C_Kendall: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the
importance of RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 6:01:21 PM
kathrynfenlodge: RT @Stephenmevans1: Speaking at RE youth debate Nicky Morgan
describes #RE as 'one of the hottest potatoes for a Secretary of State to hand…
7/13/2016 6:02:23 PM
GillCPrice: RT @bjvmoore: #REdebate2016 @MarkChater1 @RECouncil @NATREupdate
yes and so shd be because v different nature, context and purpose https://…
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7/13/2016 6:03:35 PM
GillCPrice: RT @NATREupdate: Wow what an articulate group of students expressing the
importance of RE -MPs visibly impressed at the quality of debate #…
7/13/2016 6:03:50 PM
aileenwilson07: RT @ThisisRudi: "RE is academic: it requires specialists to teach it
properly" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 6:03:56 PM
GillCPrice: RT @ThisisRudi: Wow! Great afternoon at Westminster for #REdebate2016.
Brilliant display of why RE is a great subject from amazing & impres…
7/13/2016 6:03:58 PM
GillCPrice: RT @TSLA_RE: #REdebate2016 The St. Lawrence Academy.
https://t.co/CDcjg4XoWX
7/13/2016 6:04:01 PM
GillCPrice: RT @Stephenmevans1: Speaking at RE youth debate Nicky Morgan describes
#RE as 'one of the hottest potatoes for a Secretary of State to hand…
7/13/2016 6:04:11 PM
GillCPrice: RT @RECouncil: We're delighted that Education Secretary, Nicky Morgan, has
been able to join us for the debate. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/…
7/13/2016 6:04:15 PM
GillCPrice: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 lovely to see @NickyMorgan01 at our
debate https://t.co/QIKEnPfO2o
7/13/2016 6:04:23 PM
GillCPrice: RT @ThisisRudi: "RE is academic: it requires specialists to teach it properly"
#REdebate2016
7/13/2016 6:04:31 PM
GillCPrice: RT @MarkChater1: The pupils vote unanimously in favour of keeping RE in
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the curriculum. #REdebate2016 @reonline_tweets @RECouncil
7/13/2016 6:04:34 PM
GillCPrice: RT @fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for RE in
school- phew #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 6:04:39 PM
GillCPrice: RT @ThisisRudi: On RE not being about indoctrination, one delegate points
out "We're not taught French to become French" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 6:04:43 PM
GillCPrice: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the importance
of RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 6:04:51 PM
GillCPrice: RT @BroughtonRE: Nearly all student delegates agree that the right to
withdraw from RE should be repealed #REdebate2016 https://t.co/JLKAUK…
7/13/2016 6:04:55 PM
GillCPrice: RT @NATREupdate: rE is as important as other core subjects says a student
from @RedhillRE #REdebate2016 @VernonCoakerNI
7/13/2016 6:04:58 PM
DanielHugill: RT @RECouncil: Well done and huge thanks to @fionajmoss for leading on
the organisation of such a fantastic and well-attended event! #REdeb…
7/13/2016 6:05:56 PM
kathrynfenlodge: RT @ThisisRudi: "RE is academic: it requires specialists to teach it
properly" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 6:18:02 PM
RsYateley: RT @BroughtonRE: #REdebate2016 @sarapascoe talks about the
discrepancy between academia and worship. RE is an academic subject https://t.co…
7/13/2016 6:31:45 PM
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philleivers: RT @ThisisRudi: And we're off! Absolutely packed for the RE Youth Debate
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/mUP8MZxSYD
7/13/2016 6:37:20 PM
philleivers: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the importance
of RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 6:37:40 PM
philleivers: RT @RECouncil: We're delighted that Education Secretary, Nicky Morgan,
has been able to join us for the debate. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/…
7/13/2016 6:38:18 PM
philleivers: RT @Stephenmevans1: Speaking at RE youth debate Nicky Morgan
describes #RE as 'one of the hottest potatoes for a Secretary of State to hand…
7/13/2016 6:38:29 PM
SouthallMrs: RT @fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for RE
in school- phew #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 6:40:32 PM
SouthallMrs: RT @BroughtonRE: Nearly all student delegates agree that the right to
withdraw from RE should be repealed #REdebate2016 https://t.co/JLKAUK…
7/13/2016 6:40:42 PM
LesleyKPollard: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the
importance of RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 6:42:32 PM
LesleyKPollard: RT @RECouncil: We're delighted that Education Secretary, Nicky
Morgan, has been able to join us for the debate. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/…
7/13/2016 6:42:38 PM
LesleyKPollard: RT @RECouncil: Well done and huge thanks to @fionajmoss for leading
on the organisation of such a fantastic and well-attended event! #REdeb…
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7/13/2016 6:44:05 PM
trying2teach2: RT @NATREupdate: Wow what an articulate group of students
expressing the importance of RE -MPs visibly impressed at the quality of debate #…
7/13/2016 6:55:31 PM
trying2teach2: RT @fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for
RE in school- phew #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 6:55:37 PM
trying2teach2: RT @Stephenmevans1: Speaking at RE youth debate Nicky Morgan
describes #RE as 'one of the hottest potatoes for a Secretary of State to hand…
7/13/2016 6:55:58 PM
trying2teach2: RT @RE_Today: Keep an eye out on #REdebate2016 for real-time
updates from Westminster, when 70 students will be discussing their thoughts o…
7/13/2016 6:56:42 PM
gilesfreathy: RT @MarkChater1: Discussing withdrawal, one pupil points out that some
schools teach RE in a biased way. #REdebate2016 @reonline_tweets @R…
7/13/2016 6:57:14 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @ThisisRudi: "RE is academic: it requires specialists to teach it
properly" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 7:02:53 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @RECouncil: Well done and huge thanks to @fionajmoss for leading
on the organisation of such a fantastic and well-attended event! #REdeb…
7/13/2016 7:02:56 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students
taking part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 7:03:12 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @BroughtonRE: Nearly all student delegates agree that the right to
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withdraw from RE should be repealed #REdebate2016 https://t.co/JLKAUK…
7/13/2016 7:03:54 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @NATREupdate: Wow what an articulate group of students
expressing the importance of RE -MPs visibly impressed at the quality of debate #…
7/13/2016 7:04:05 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @RECouncil: We're delighted that Education Secretary, Nicky
Morgan, has been able to join us for the debate. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/…
7/13/2016 7:05:04 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @Ben_Wood_RE: Have a look at #REdebate2016 for news on
students arguing for importance of RE in Parliament along with @sarapascoe and @N…
7/13/2016 7:08:52 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @ThisisRudi: Wow! Great afternoon at Westminster for
#REdebate2016. Brilliant display of why RE is a great subject from amazing & impres…
7/13/2016 7:08:54 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @RECouncil: Thank you to all the pupils and teachers who attended
today's Youth Debate. Brilliant & thought-provoking contributions. #RE…
7/13/2016 7:09:15 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @TSLA_RE: #REdebate2016 The St. Lawrence Academy.
https://t.co/CDcjg4XoWX
7/13/2016 7:09:23 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @Stephenmevans1: Speaking at RE youth debate Nicky Morgan
describes #RE as 'one of the hottest potatoes for a Secretary of State to hand…
7/13/2016 7:10:24 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 lovely to see @NickyMorgan01 at our
debate https://t.co/QIKEnPfO2o
7/13/2016 7:10:36 PM
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RECofELincoln: RT @MarkChater1: Great interventions from pupils, @sarapascoe &
Mary Glindon MP in favour of school-based, inclusive RE at #REdebate2016 @r…
7/13/2016 7:10:48 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @NATREupdate: #RE is too important to leave just to parents?
#REdebate2016 What do parents think?
7/13/2016 7:10:58 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 excellent argument by @Grobycoll
student about RE helping us to learn respectfully about religion/bel https:…
7/13/2016 7:11:14 PM
CarolAcheson: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 excellent argument by @Grobycoll
student about RE helping us to learn respectfully about religion/bel https:…
7/13/2016 7:12:01 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @RECouncil: One delegate argues that RE is not about
indoctrination; after all "We're not taught French in order to become French." #REd…
7/13/2016 7:12:15 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @MarkChater1: The pupils vote unanimously in favour of keeping RE
in the curriculum. #REdebate2016 @reonline_tweets @RECouncil
7/13/2016 7:12:18 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for
RE in school- phew #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 7:12:23 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @ThisisRudi: Very pleased to see a resounding vote against the
motion that there's no place for RE in secular schools! #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 7:12:40 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @NATREupdate: Good to see the national secular society and
@ianpaisleymp at #REdebate2016
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7/13/2016 7:12:47 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @ThisisRudi: "How are we meant to understand other subjects when
they refer to religion if we haven't had good RE?" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 7:12:50 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @ThisisRudi: On RE not being about indoctrination, one delegate
points out "We're not taught French to become French" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 7:13:07 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @ThisisRudi: Hearing from @sarapascoe about how RE allows pupils
to explore questions that don't have clear answers #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 7:13:36 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @SHSPandE: #REdebate2016 It's about the academic focus of RE
not the individually accepted religious truths. Well said @sarapascoe @REC…
7/13/2016 7:13:41 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @ReThinkREnow: few lessons in school where you can not have the
right answer - government needs to be aware of breadth of RE go @sarapas…
7/13/2016 7:13:47 PM
CarolAcheson: RT @RECouncil: We're delighted that Education Secretary, Nicky
Morgan, has been able to join us for the debate. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/…
7/13/2016 7:13:51 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @BroughtonRE: #REdebate2016 @sarapascoe talks about the
discrepancy between academia and worship. RE is an academic subject https://t.co…
7/13/2016 7:13:51 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @NATREupdate: rE is as important as other core subjects says a
student from @RedhillRE #REdebate2016 @VernonCoakerNI
7/13/2016 7:14:33 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @MarkChater1: RE not about converting ppl, say several pupils at
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#REdebate2016 therefore withdrawal should not be necessary. @reonline_t…
7/13/2016 7:14:36 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @NATREupdate: If religious literacy is fundamental to challenging
extremism, Gov't should repeal the right to withdraw. Any thoughts? #R…
7/13/2016 7:15:42 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @TSLA_RE: Waiting to go in for #REdebate2016
https://t.co/USRsC9JNF0
7/13/2016 7:15:52 PM
RECofELincoln: RT @TSLA_RE: Arrived at Westminster. #REdebate2016
https://t.co/7K0Un29K1z
7/13/2016 7:16:20 PM
CarolAcheson: RT @TSLA_RE: Arrived at Westminster. #REdebate2016
https://t.co/7K0Un29K1z
7/13/2016 7:19:24 PM
MrStewart92: RT @BroughtonRE: #REdebate2016 final topic: is RE too important to be
left to parents? https://t.co/EzjujPGiXL
7/13/2016 7:19:58 PM
MrStewart92: RT @PBPCUK: Great 2 see @NickyMorgan01 at the @RECouncil
@RE_Today @NATREupdate debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow
https://t.…
7/13/2016 7:20:11 PM
CarolAcheson: RT @ThisisRudi: "RE is academic: it requires specialists to teach it
properly" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 7:21:49 PM
CEGill1: RT @ThisisRudi: Very pleased to see a resounding vote against the motion that
there's no place for RE in secular schools! #REdebate2016
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7/13/2016 7:21:53 PM
CEGill1: RT @ThisisRudi: "How are we meant to understand other subjects when they
refer to religion if we haven't had good RE?" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 7:22:09 PM
BenDaviesRE: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students taking
part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 7:34:10 PM
MissClark_RE: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students taking
part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 7:35:03 PM
MissClark_RE: RT @BroughtonRE: Nearly all student delegates agree that the right to
withdraw from RE should be repealed #REdebate2016 https://t.co/JLKAUK…
7/13/2016 7:36:35 PM
MrStewart92: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students taking
part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 7:41:00 PM
GraceREThomas: RT @ThisisRudi: Very pleased to see a resounding vote against the
motion that there's no place for RE in secular schools! #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 7:43:31 PM
crabtree_jo1: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the
importance of RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 7:58:01 PM
Dani_lou_moore: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the
importance of RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 8:17:11 PM
RadditRiches: RT @fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for
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RE in school- phew #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 8:22:33 PM
ed_pawson: RT @fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for RE
in school- phew #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 8:25:08 PM
ed_pawson: RT @NATREupdate: Well done to the Chairs of #REdebate2016 students
from #MulberrySchool, they are keeping this debate very lively and the a…
7/13/2016 8:25:12 PM
ed_pawson: RT @NATREupdate: rE is as important as other core subjects says a
student from @RedhillRE #REdebate2016 @VernonCoakerNI
7/13/2016 8:25:27 PM
ed_pawson: RT @NATREupdate: Comedian, writer, actor and debate host
#SarahPascoe has just opened up the debate to 70+ engaged school students
#REdebat…
7/13/2016 8:25:42 PM
WEDossett: RT @NATREupdate: Wow what an articulate group of students expressing
the importance of RE -MPs visibly impressed at the quality of debate #…
7/13/2016 8:25:47 PM
ed_pawson: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students taking
part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 8:25:57 PM
WEDossett: RT @Ben_Wood_RE: Have a look at #REdebate2016 for news on students
arguing for importance of RE in Parliament along with @sarapascoe and @N…
7/13/2016 8:26:08 PM
WEDossett: RT @RECouncil: Well done and huge thanks to @fionajmoss for leading on
the organisation of such a fantastic and well-attended event! #REdeb…
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7/13/2016 8:26:16 PM
WEDossett: RT @MarkChater1: Great interventions from pupils, @sarapascoe & Mary
Glindon MP in favour of school-based, inclusive RE at #REdebate2016 @r…
7/13/2016 8:26:40 PM
WEDossett: RT @ThisisRudi: "RE is academic: it requires specialists to teach it properly"
#REdebate2016
7/13/2016 8:26:46 PM
WEDossett: RT @MarkChater1: The pupils vote unanimously in favour of keeping RE in
the curriculum. #REdebate2016 @reonline_tweets @RECouncil
7/13/2016 8:26:51 PM
WEDossett: RT @ThisisRudi: On RE not being about indoctrination, one delegate points
out "We're not taught French to become French" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 8:27:01 PM
WEDossett: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the importance
of RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 8:27:07 PM
WEDossett: RT @BroughtonRE: #REdebate2016 @sarapascoe talks about the
discrepancy between academia and worship. RE is an academic subject https://t.co…
7/13/2016 8:27:27 PM
WEDossett: RT @MarkChater1: RE not about converting ppl, say several pupils at
#REdebate2016 therefore withdrawal should not be necessary. @reonline_t…
7/13/2016 8:27:41 PM
5j15mstroy: RT @rechatie: Loving some points made at #REdebate2016
https://t.co/4nYuSUConc
7/13/2016 8:36:05 PM
fionajmoss: RT @NATREupdate: Comedian, writer, actor and debate host #SarahPascoe
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has just opened up the debate to 70+ engaged school students #REdebat…
7/13/2016 9:00:25 PM
fionajmoss: RT @NATREupdate: Well done to the Chairs of #REdebate2016 students
from #MulberrySchool, they are keeping this debate very lively and the a…
7/13/2016 9:00:31 PM
RedhillRE: Great day and #REdebate2016 Thank you @fionajmoss @NATREupdate
7/13/2016 9:05:09 PM
AllM14891126: RT @BroughtonRE: #REdebate2016 @sarapascoe talks about the
discrepancy between academia and worship. RE is an academic subject https://t.co…
7/13/2016 9:10:34 PM
TSLA_RE: RT @RECouncil: Young people are taking fresh ideas on RE to Parliament at
today's Youth Debate. #REDebate2016 https://t.co/K1EJiMiTaE
7/13/2016 9:16:47 PM
TSLA_RE: RT @NATREupdate: St Lawerence Academy speaking in the #REdebate2016
excellent points- @NicDakinMP looks proud
7/13/2016 9:17:52 PM
TSLA_RE: RT @SHSPandE: RE outside the Houses of Parliament. Great for the debate.
#REdebate2016 @NATREupdate @RECouncil https://t.co/ABWsMNBFdP
7/13/2016 9:19:24 PM
TSLA_RE: RT @NATREupdate: Passionate students gathered for #REdebate2016 MPs
already talking about RE. Thanks @NicDakinMP @VernonCoakerNI and Edward…
7/13/2016 9:20:16 PM
RECouncil: RT @NATREupdate: Wow what an articulate group of students expressing
the importance of RE -MPs visibly impressed at the quality of debate #…
7/13/2016 9:26:06 PM
sarayounger: RT @ThisisRudi: "Religious Education at school is more objective than
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being taught about religion at home" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 9:26:20 PM
sarayounger: RT @ReThinkREnow: Great to see @NickyMorgan01 at our youth debate
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/MU26sbDDfA
7/13/2016 9:26:31 PM
RedhillRE: Thank you to our MP @Vernon_Coaker for always taking an interest in our
work and making time for us #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 9:26:32 PM
nmckain: RT @RedhillRE: Great day and #REdebate2016 Thank you @fionajmoss
@NATREupdate
7/13/2016 9:30:09 PM
sarayounger: RT @ReThinkREnow: Stage set for inaugural RE youth debate
#REdebate2016 #reteacher https://t.co/RdnINp25Qq
7/13/2016 9:30:12 PM
CarolAcheson: RT @RECouncil: One delegate argues that RE is not about
indoctrination; after all "We're not taught French in order to become French." #REd…
7/13/2016 9:31:13 PM
sarayounger: RT @RECouncil: REC patron, Sara Pascoe, gives her view on the
importance of RE. @sarapascoe #REdebate2016 https://t.co/L2sdM4QrAw
7/13/2016 9:31:39 PM
sarayounger: RT @ThisisRudi: On RE not being about indoctrination, one delegate
points out "We're not taught French to become French" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 9:31:55 PM
sarayounger: RT @ThisisRudi: "How are we meant to understand other subjects when
they refer to religion if we haven't had good RE?" #REdebate2016
7/13/2016 9:32:04 PM
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sarayounger: RT @MarkChater1: Great interventions from pupils, @sarapascoe & Mary
Glindon MP in favour of school-based, inclusive RE at #REdebate2016 @r…
7/13/2016 9:36:08 PM
sarayounger: RT @RECouncil: We're delighted that Education Secretary, Nicky Morgan,
has been able to join us for the debate. #REdebate2016 https://t.co/…
7/13/2016 9:36:19 PM
readvisers: Well done @RedhillRE for representing our region! #REdebate2016
https://t.co/Hv6lefJ1Ax
7/13/2016 9:43:28 PM
readvisers: RT @RedhillRE: Great day and #REdebate2016 Thank you @fionajmoss
@NATREupdate
7/13/2016 9:43:36 PM
stylecreative: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students taking
part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 9:44:43 PM
RedhillRE: RT @readvisers: Well done @RedhillRE for representing our region!
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/Hv6lefJ1Ax
7/13/2016 9:45:21 PM
ImranMogra: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 lovely to see @NickyMorgan01 at our
debate https://t.co/QIKEnPfO2o
7/13/2016 9:45:44 PM
ImranMogra: RT @MarkChater1: The pupils vote unanimously in favour of keeping RE
in the curriculum. #REdebate2016 @reonline_tweets @RECouncil
7/13/2016 9:48:16 PM
BushbyWood: RT @NATREupdate: Our Exec Officer @fionajmoss has worked so hard
leading on the #REdebate2016. Important work educating MPs about RE. https…
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7/13/2016 9:56:26 PM
BushbyWood: RT @RECouncil: Well done and huge thanks to @fionajmoss for leading
on the organisation of such a fantastic and well-attended event! #REdeb…
7/13/2016 9:56:37 PM
BushbyWood: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students taking
part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/13/2016 9:58:01 PM
BushbyWood: RT @Stephenmevans1: Speaking at RE youth debate Nicky Morgan
describes #RE as 'one of the hottest potatoes for a Secretary of State to hand…
7/13/2016 9:58:18 PM
BushbyWood: RT @RECouncil: One delegate argues that RE is not about indoctrination;
after all "We're not taught French in order to become French." #REd…
7/13/2016 10:00:13 PM
TSLA_RE: It's been an amazing day. So proud of Sana, Sonia, Shiuli and Aaisha. Thank
you to @fionamoss #REdebate2016 https://t.co/2f0otdRFuk
7/13/2016 10:01:38 PM
lyndalivingRE: RT @Ben_Wood_RE: Have a look at #REdebate2016 for news on
students arguing for importance of RE in Parliament along with @sarapascoe and @N…
7/13/2016 10:01:45 PM
J_Lyal: RT @NATREupdate: Our Exec Officer @fionajmoss has worked so hard leading
on the #REdebate2016. Important work educating MPs about RE. https…
7/13/2016 10:11:10 PM
BushbyWood: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 lovely to see @NickyMorgan01 at our
debate https://t.co/QIKEnPfO2o
7/13/2016 10:11:31 PM
J_Lyal: RT @NATREupdate: Wow what an articulate group of students expressing the
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importance of RE -MPs visibly impressed at the quality of debate #…
7/13/2016 10:11:34 PM
BushbyWood: RT @fionajmoss: Every student in the room agrees there is a place for
RE in school- phew #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/EY6K0d4apd
7/13/2016 10:11:48 PM
BushbyWood: RT @fionajmoss: #REdebate2016 excellent argument by @Grobycoll
student about RE helping us to learn respectfully about religion/bel https:…
7/13/2016 10:13:08 PM
BushbyWood: RT @fionajmoss: Humphrey Perkins school speaking about whether RE
should be left 2 parents #REdebate2016 @NickyMorgan01 wld be proud https:…
7/13/2016 10:13:13 PM
BushbyWood: RT @fionajmoss: The vote was that the right of withdrawal from RE
should be removed #REdebate2016 @NATREupdate https://t.co/U9XrFEipYm
7/13/2016 10:13:22 PM
BushbyWood: RT @fionajmoss: .@RedhillAcademy letting us know what they thing
about religious extremism #REdebate2016 https://t.co/EUeunkm2fS
7/13/2016 10:13:34 PM
bethanmoss_: RT @mollyy_mitchell: Excited to be apart of the RE debate in the Houses
of Parliament with local MP's today❣ #REdebate2016 https://t.co/EUf…
7/13/2016 10:32:37 PM
uowprimaryRE: RT @RECouncil: One delegate argues that RE is not about
indoctrination; after all "We're not taught French in order to become French." #REd…
7/13/2016 10:42:27 PM
uowprimaryRE: RT @ReThinkREnow: few lessons in school where you can not have the
right answer - government needs to be aware of breadth of RE go @sarapas…
7/13/2016 10:42:42 PM
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MarkChater1: RT @NATREupdate: Wow what an articulate group of students expressing
the importance of RE -MPs visibly impressed at the quality of debate #…
7/14/2016 2:57:31 AM
EllieOlmer: RT @NATREupdate: Wow what an articulate group of students expressing
the importance of RE -MPs visibly impressed at the quality of debate #…
7/14/2016 6:50:13 AM
___JTR9___: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students taking
part in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/14/2016 7:08:51 AM
mrsworthyre: RT @Stephenmevans1: Speaking at RE youth debate Nicky Morgan
describes #RE as 'one of the hottest potatoes for a Secretary of State to hand…
7/14/2016 7:16:55 AM
StroudHigh: RT @SHSPandE: @StroudHigh Sat in the House of Commons, waiting to
join the debate @NATREupdate #REdebate2016
7/14/2016 7:17:20 AM
NATREupdate: RT @RedhillRE: Great day and #REdebate2016 Thank you @fionajmoss
@NATREupdate
7/14/2016 7:17:24 AM
NATREupdate: RT @RedhillRE: Thank you to our MP @Vernon_Coaker for always taking
an interest in our work and making time for us #REdebate2016
7/14/2016 7:17:26 AM
NATREupdate: RT @readvisers: Well done @RedhillRE for representing our region!
#REdebate2016 https://t.co/Hv6lefJ1Ax
7/14/2016 7:17:32 AM
NATREupdate: RT @TSLA_RE: It's been an amazing day. So proud of Sana, Sonia,
Shiuli and Aaisha. Thank you to @fionamoss #REdebate2016 https://t.co/2f0ot…
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7/14/2016 7:17:34 AM
MarkChater1: Looking forward to discussing RE policy with @ATLNansi and colleagues
after yesterday's #REdebate2016 by pupils in parliament. @ReThinkREnow
7/14/2016 7:43:03 AM
RE_Today: RT @PBPCUK: Great 2 see @NickyMorgan01 at the @RECouncil @RE_Today
@NATREupdate debate @UKParliament #REdebate2016 #rethinkrenow https://t.…
7/14/2016 7:49:54 AM
RE_Today: RT @PBPCUK: Thanks to Mary Glindon MP, @NicDakinMP & Ed Argar MP for
being at the @RECouncil @RE_Today @NATREupdate debate #REdebate2016 #r…
7/14/2016 7:51:31 AM
J_Lyal: RT @PBPCUK: Thanks to Mary Glindon MP, @NicDakinMP & Ed Argar MP for
being at the @RECouncil @RE_Today @NATREupdate debate #REdebate2016 #r…
7/14/2016 8:03:10 AM
PBPCUK: RT @NickyMorgan01: Great to meet @HumphreyPerkins students taking part
in @RECouncil #REdebate2016 in House of Commons today https://t.co/o…
7/14/2016 8:12:23 AM
SHSPandE: @StroudHigh Our amazing students in action yesterday, debating the role of
RE #HouseofCommons #REdebate2016 https://t.co/KbSX2OQs0t
7/14/2016 8:31:02 AM
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